Ch. Oakshade’s Don Paco of Marbob

Male. White
June 10, 1957 to April 6, 1969
Bred by James and Elizabeth Forry

Nevada won Best of Breed at the 1962 BCOC Specialty and Group Third. He repeated the BOB win at the 1964 BCOC Specialty. He and his litter sister Ch. Oakshade’s Dona Blanca appeared in movies, television and fashion shows. Also in this four-champion litter were Ch. Oakshade’s Don Diego and Ch. Oakshade’s Dona Ysabel — all four handled by breeder-owner Forry family.

Ch. Rubles Perchino
Ch. Zonazo Perchinoff, CD
Ch. Lady of Bolshoi
Marbob’s Toniscott of Malora, CD

Rinaldi Perchino
Omega Perchino
Ch. Bolshoi of Romanoff
Adams Zanoza Millichip
Mazeppa Brazhnikoff
Barinoff Ambassador (Eng. Imp.)
Zula of Whitelilies
Menthe’s Yerres von Bergland
Lucky Lady of Barnaigh (Scot. Imp.)
Domino of Barnaigh